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Letter from the Publisher

It’s 2010—time to wipe the slate clean
and begin again.
Everyone should be excited about the start of the New Year. As we all
know, 2009 was especially challenging with lots of lessons to be
learned. We can be proud to have arrived in 2010 with a new focus,
greater appreciation for our industry and the resolve to be successful
in the coming year.
That’s why “New is Good” is my personal philosophy for the New Year.
The executives at BRE Commercial have a similar view. After years of
doing business as Grubb Ellis, they’ve joined forces with commercial
real estate giant Cassidy Turley to expand the services that they offer to
clients in the Phoenix area. This move is expected to bring faster
growth and greater opportunities for the firm and the Valley’s
commercial real estate landscape. Read more on page 6.
Speaking of new, our Broker of the Month, Mike Polachek sees every
day as a new occasion to bring greater value to his clients. His recent,
strategic move to join SRS Real Estate Partners reflects his
commitment to forge better opportunities for his clients in 2010. Find
his story on page 14.
Commercial architects are also looking toward the New Year with style
and new optimism. At a recent roundtable discussion, seven
professionals discuss the current state of architectural design and what
to expect from their industry going forward. You’ll find their
fascinating conversation on page 26.
And, Commercial Executive Magazine is also embracing “new.” We’ll
be going in exciting, new directions to bring you additional value in
2010. Stay tuned and remember…
New is Good,

Mandy Purcell
Executive Publisher
mandy@mpmagazines.com
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Cover Story

Cassidy Turley: (Standing) Michael Kamm (BT Commercial), Bryon Carney (BRE Commercial, Phoenix), Ken Sandstad
(The Sandstad Group), Wally Pinkard (Cassidy Turley), Joe Stettinius (Cassidy Turley)(Seated) John Frager (BRE
Commercial, San Diego), Mark Burkhardt (Cassidy Turley)

marked a change for BRE Commercial. After three decades, the company has dropped
the Grubb & Ellis name and joined forces with other private firms to form a new
commercial real estate powerhouse, Cassidy Turley. “We believe joining the new
Cassidy Turley was a huge opportunity that couldn’t be missed. We are joining a strong firm focused on
the same value proposition that has made us the number one leader in Phoenix- delivering outstanding
service and advice to our clients,” said Bryon Carney, President, Managing Partner, BRE Commercial.
“We’re excited to offer our resources and expertise to this new partnership.”

2010
6

breakaway: [breyk-uh-wey]
to detach oneself especially from a group : get away
to depart from former or accustomed ways
to pull away with a burst of speed
Cassidy Turley is a new name and
brand for a group of existing marketleading firms across the nation. It is
the 4th largest commercial real
estate firm in the US with 57 offices
and over 2,700 professionals,
including 800 brokers. The seven
founding father firms are the best
firms in Colliers from the mid-west
and back east, BT Commercial in the
Bay Area and BRE Commercial in
San Diego and Phoenix. “We’re really
proud to be one of the founding
fathers!, When it came together we

realized we had a national footprint
and that we’d instantly be the 4th
largest commercial real estate firm
in the U.S. based on revenues and
square feet under management,”
according to Carney.
On a local basis, clients are still
dealing with the same team of office,
industrial, retail, investment, land
and multi housing experts that have
been delivering cutting edge real
estate services and insight for the
past 37 years. The BRE Commercial
support, services and management

team will be unchanged. “We believe
this change is in our firm’s best long
term interest and we are excited to
be joining an organization with a
similar vision of remaining private
and offering outstanding services to
our clients and brokers,” said John
Appelbe, BRE Commercial Affiliation
Committee. The successful business
model that was created six years ago,
when BRE Commercial became a
locally owned office, will be maintained allowing for high broker splits
coupled with the industry’s best
7
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BRE Commercial Management Team: (Back Row) Jason Haren, Christie Veldhuizen,
Mark Dillon, Bryon Carney (Seated) Tom Atkinson, Patti Martin

service and support staff. “We have
been able to attract and retain the
best and brightest brokers in the
business by hiring the best people,
giving them a great platform to
conduct business from and then
getting out of their way so that they
can operate in the best interest of
their clients,” said Carney.
Cassidy Turley BRE Commercial
will continue to deliver outstanding
services to their clients, while
leveraging a network of offices,
services, and brokers as part of the
8
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new Cassidy Turley brand. Local
clients will see virtually no change
outside of the new name, Cassidy
Turley BRE Commercial and the new
logo, with its bright green edge. For
national clients, Cassidy Turley BRE
Commercial will still be able to serve
multi-city assignments and national
real estate needs with a new network
of offices.
“This move is going to allow our
company to remain broker centric,
committed to remaining private, and
let us keeps the focus on the needs of

our clients,” according to Brian Lee,
BRE Commercial Board of Directors.
“At the same time it provides
opportunities moving forward and
that allow us and our clients to take
advantage of the robust Property
Management and Corporate Service
offerings available to us now,” said
Lee. Cassidy Turley provides a robust
Corporate Services platform serving
22,000 locations for Fortune 1,000
companies and delivers a new
business location for clients every 80
minutes. The Property Management

BRE Commercial Affiliation Committee: (Back Row) Steve Lindley, Trevor Klinkhamer, Marc Tuite, Dan Salley (Middle Row) Pat Sinnott,
Paul Boyle, Steve Nicoluzakis, Jeff Wentworth, Mitch Chilton (Seated) John Appelbe, Bryon Carney, Brian Lee

“

We believe joining the new Cassidy Turley was
a huge opportunity that couldn’t be missed.

”

Bryon Carney, President, Managing Partner, BRE Commercial

group services 420 million square
feet making them the 4th largest
firm nationwide.
In addition to the Corporate
Services and Property Management
groups, Cassidy Turley provides high
quality, end-to-end commercial real
estate services, specializing in
Capital Markets, Landlord and
Tenant Representation and Project
Management. Cassidy Turley also
offers first class market research,
integrated, tailored solutions, and an
industry expertise which spans

several practice groups, including:
Automotive, Food Facilities,
Healthcare, Higher Education,
Hospitality, Law Firm, Life Sciences,
and Not-for-Profit sectors. ●

www.brephoenix.com,
www.cassidyturley.com
or contact BRE Commercial
at 602.954.9000.
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BRE COMMERCIAL
IS NOW CASSIDY TURLEY.

REAL MARKET KNOWLEDGE.

REAL CONNECTIONS.

REAL PASSION.

REAL RESULTS.

We are a national team of dedicated commercial real estate professionals with a
history of 100 years of successful client relationships which include $15 billion in
annual transactions, 420 million square feet of managed space and 22,000 Corporate
Services locations. Our world-class expertise enables us to deliver integrated, tailored
solutions around the globe. Our knowledge of local markets and deep industry
connections allow us to achieve superior results. We are advocates for our clients
and passionate about their long-term success. We are Cassidy Turley BRE Commercial.
To learn more, visit www.brephoenix.com or call 602.954.9000.

CAPITAL MARKETS

© 2010 Cassidy Turley.

CORPORATE SERVICES

LEASING & TENANT REPRESENTATION

PROJECT & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

DISTRIBUTION
CENTERS

BUILD-TO-SUITS

FOREIGN TRADE
ZONES

ROCKEFELLER GROUP DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
IS PLEASED TO BE REPRESENTED ON ITS
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ARIZONA
BY THE FOLLOWING BROKERS:
In Chandler and Gilbert

Phil Breidenbach, SIOR
Paul Sieczkowski, SIOR
Rob Martensen, CCIM, SIOR
Lindsey Carlson
Steve Larsen

Colliers International
2390 E. Camelback Road
Suite 100
Phoenix, AZ 85016
602-222-5000 tel.
colliers.com/phoenix
In Tucson

A MEMBER OF THE CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD ALLIANCE

Picor
1100 N. Wilmot Street
Suite 200
Tucson, AZ 85712
520-748-7100 tel.
info@picor.com

Peter Douglas, SIOR
Rob Glaser, SIOR

For information regarding current Rockefeller Group Development Corporation projects, please contact:
Tom McCormick, SIOR

Mark Singerman, LEED®AP

Senior Vice President and
Regional Development Officer

Assistant Vice President
Regional Director

RGDC-CA@rockgrp.com

RGDC-AZ@rockgrp.com

rockgroupdevelopment.com
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PHILIP WURTH JOINS COLLIERS
INTERNATIONAL–GREATER PHOENIX
Specialist in Commercial Office
Properties in Metro Phoenix East
Valley Markets
Colliers International–Greater Phoenix announces that
Philip Wurth, vice president, has joined the Scottsdale office. Wurth specializes in the sale and leasing of commercial office properties in the East
Valley submarkets in metro Phoenix.
“Colliers is pleased to welcome
Philip Wurth to our team,” said Bob
Mulhern, managing director. “Phil’s
experience in all facets of commercial real estate coupled with his indepth knowledge of the East Valley
markets makes him a valuable addition as we continue to expand our
market reach.”
Wurth joins Colliers from Sperry
Philip Wurth
Van Ness in Phoenix, where he was
a vice president responsible for marketing and business
development of commercial office properties. He was previously with Logan Commercial, where he was recognized
as the 2004 and 2007 Broker of the Year and served on
Logan’s Broker Advisory Board, providing strategic direction and market expertise. Since beginning his brokerage
career in 2003, Wurth has generated more than 300 sale
and lease transactions totaling more than one million
square feet.
A graduate of Arizona State University, Wurth holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in accounting. He is a member
of Urban Land Institute and East Valley Partnership.
“I am excited to join Colliers,” said Wurth. “Colliers’ ex-
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tensive platform of real estate solutions will enable me to
provide comprehensive services to my clients, including
brokerage, property management, valuation, financial
services and in-depth market research. Their national and
international reach will allow me to meet the needs of my
clients, regardless of location.”

R.O.I. PROPERTIES WELCOMES
DON BRIGHAM TO ITS
COMMERCIAL DISTRESSED
ASSETS DIVISION
Don Brigham previously was the
Executive Vice President and
Designated Broker for Coldwell
Banker Commercial Metro Central.
He will serve as R.O.I. Properties'
Senior Vice President and Director
of Commercial Operations. Don can
be reached at dbrigham@roipropertiesaz.com

Don Brigham

CB RICHARD ELLIS ANNOUNCES TWO
BROKERAGE PROFESSIONALS EARN SIOR
DESIGNATION
The Phoenix office of CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) announces that senior vice presidents Pat Feeney and Daniel
Calihan have earned their SIOR Industrial Specialist professional designation from the Society of Industrial and
Office Realtors®.
Feeney, who is entering his 24th year in commercial real
estate, has completed more than 2,000 sale and lease
transactions representing more than 80 million square

People & Properties

feet of industrial product. He is consistently recognized
among CBRE’s top professionals in metro Phoenix and has
received the National Association of Office and Industrial
Professionals’ (NAIOP) coveted “Broker of the Year” award
three times in the past 10 years.
Calihan has been a business partner
of Feeney’s since 1998, specializing in
industrial and flex-office lease negotiations, building and land sales, landlord and tenant representation,
build-to-suit development, site selection and investment property sales.
He has an innate ability to identify
and understand his client’s needs and
works diligently toward accomplishPat Feeney
ing their real estate goals. Calihan,
too, ranks among CBRE’s top professionals in metro
Phoenix and has accepted NAIOP’s “Broker of the Year”
award each time with Feeney.
To achieve the SIOR designation, Feeney and Calihan
completed at least five years of creditable experience in the
highly specialized field of industrial real estate and demon-

strated SIOR professional level ability, competency, ethical
conduct and personal integrity.
Individuals who hold the SIOR designation are top producers in the
commercial real estate field and are
represented in 590 cities and 22 countries around the world. SIOR enforces
a strict code of ethics and requires designees to complete its ethics course
within their first three years of membership.
Feeney and Calihan join Ashley
Brooks, another professional at
Daniel Calihan
CBRE’s Phoenix office who also has
earned his SIOR designation.

To have an item of interest included in an
upcoming edition of People & Properties, email
all submissions to mandy@mpmagazines.com
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Broker of the Month

MIKE POLACHEK
When you ask Mike Polachek
the key to building
relationships in commercial
real estate, there is no
hesitation. “A good broker has
experience, knowledge,
personality and perseverance,”
he says. “But it is the trust
that your clients have in you,
that allows you to be part of
their decision making
process.” And For Polachek,
that trust is the most satisfying
aspect of being a broker.
Clients agree, “Working with Mike
is a pleasure because you have
someone who is solution oriented
and not just trying to get the deal
done. He understands both sides of
the equation and tries to make it
work for everyone. Mike is one of
the great ones! If only we could
clone him,” says Terry Gibbons of
Westcor Partners.
When Mike Polachek joined SRS
Real Estate Partners this year as
Executive Vice President, specializing in tenant and landlord
representation, he knew that he’d
found the right spot. He explains, “I
thought their brokers were some of
the brightest in town…they had
integrity and I felt their personalities
and culture would mesh with mine.”

Why Move?
Six years before Polachek was
approached by SRS, he merged his
14

Broker of the Month
By Kathleen O’Brien Thompson
Photos by Amy Pileggi

A New Chapter for Mike Polachek
company with two partners from
RED Development in order to give
that company a brokerage arm. The
newly formed entity was called RED
Realty Advisors. While business was
good, (the firm worked on the Shops
at Norterra, a joint venture with
USAA Insurance that included leasing
of approximately 350,000 square feet
and is anchored by Harkins Theatres,
Best Buy, & Dick’s Sporting Goods),
their focus was local-centric.
When the call from SRS came,
Polachek thought it was the perfect
growth opportunity. His respect for
Ed Beeh and the other people
associated with SRS, solidified his
decision to join the company. “My
contacts, the people I know around
the country, and my tenant relations
were attractive to SRS,” he says. But
with some young leasing agents to
consider, SRS offered something
important too; national presence and
a more structured environment in
which they could flourish. “I thought
it was the perfect fit,” he notes.
Polachek feels lucky to be surrounded
by the people that have helped to
contribute to his success and whose
success he has fostered.

Focus on Retail
SRS is the largest national ‘retail
only’ brokerage company with 20
offices throughout the U.S. Although
there is plenty of competition from
other firms, Polachek isn’t worried.
“Some of the finest brokerage houses
in the country have offices in Phoenix
– but SRS has a different model,” he
explains. The smaller size of SRS
allows employees to have an ‘all for
one’ mentality. Teams meet regularly
to share collective information and
sales and lease summaries are made
accessible over their internal
network. In addition, the company
is very careful to steer away from
potential conflicts of interest.
To avoid questions of
competition, SRS won’t
duplicate business
opportunities in close
proximity of one
another.
Polachek has
embarked on a
new chapter and

his excitement is palatable as he
explains how SRS is geared to adding
value. “We use sophisticated graphics
and mapping tools to locate competitors and retail nodes for clients. But it
is the blend of the culture, the tools
and the brokers themselves that
allows SRS to stand out from other

Mike and Brian Polachek
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firms.” A boutique brokerage firm
with a national presence, the SRS
model is a big part of what made
Polachek interested in joining the
company. He believes it is a powerful
combination and contributes to their
success.

Prep-hair-ation
Originally from Los Angeles,
Polachek came to Phoenix to attend
Arizona State University. After graduation, he took a job with Owens
Corning Fiberglas which meant relocating to the midwest. It was a good
position, but his dream was to be a
stockbroker. Eventually, an interesting position opened up with Ross
Perot’s newly purchased investment
company and Polachek seized the
opportunity to interview with him
and possibly move back west. After
three hours of waiting and three
haircuts, he was offered a job.
Polachek explains the interview
preparation; “Perot was a veteran of
the Navy and his assistant would not
allow any of the male candidates to
be interviewed without a haircut.
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SRS Phoenix Office

After my first two attempts
didn’t pass his inspection,
he called down to the lobby
barber and told him she was
sending another one down
to get the, ‘Perot cut,’” he
laughs.
The position proved fateful. Polachek moved back to
Phoenix and while working
at his new career in finance,
one of his clients suggested
he look into real estate.
Enticed by the challenge
Ed Beeh, Mike Polachek, Todd Folger (Phoenix Partners)
that the commercial real estate industry presented, he
interviewed with several
Remembering his early days,
companies and accepted a position
Polachek describes going to the liwith Grubb & Ellis. At the time, it was
brary and searching through yellow
a new office with only eight people.
pages just to find out where a potential client’s home office was located.
“Technology gives us instant access
Developing his Niche
to information now, but it’s still a
Polachek was made responsible
cold calling business,” he states.
for retail leasing and he developed
Establishing relationships, couan area of expertise; working with
pled with the fortunate position of
retailers and restaurants. His area
being the only person in Phoenix
specific focus helped him grow, but
who specialized in tenant represenconcentrating on cold calling is retation at that time, gave Polachek the
ally what expanded his business.

ability to complete multiple transactions. “We were constantly
prospecting for national or regional
retailers who were not in the Arizona
market, but that might want to locate here. You have to stay ahead of
the game to compete.” The formula
proved very successful for Polachek.
Doug Walrod is one of the clients
that Polachek has worked with,
“Mike has been instrumental in
assisting me in the expansion of
such retail chains as Famous
Footwear, Sears Grand, Ulta and
Dick's Sporting Goods. He is one of
the top brokers in the country and
respected for being knowledgeable
of the markets he covers, and for his
overall integrity.”
After leaving Grubb & Ellis,
Polachek joined Trammell Crow as
the retail development partner for
Arizona, Nevada and Utah. Over a
seven year period he developed
approximately 2 million square feet,
with seven shopping centers in
Phoenix, four in Tucson and one
each in Las Vegas and Orem, Utah.
During this time, Polachek was the
state Director of ICSC for both
Arizona and New Mexico and from
1989-1992 he was the Government
Affairs director. When Trammell
Crow made the corporate decision
to vacate the development business,
Polachek decided to start his own
company.
In 1991, Polachek Realty Advisors
(PRA) was formed. Concentrating
once again on tenant representation
resulted in steady growth for the
company. “We provided competition
studies for companies

36 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
HAS SHOWN MIKE POLACHEK:
❚ Four recessions - and that
we are led out of it by the
consumer.
❚ Listening is critical, “It’s
been the key to my
success.”
❚ Brokers need to be hard
working, organized, and
personable.
❚ Use resources like Urban
Land Institute and ICSC to
build your business.
❚ Phoenix is a great place to
live, raise a family and
future opportunities abound.

Mike Polachek
showing good locations for them to
expand based on their demographic
profile,” Polachek states. He soon
added three people to his staff and
gained key clients like Best Buy, who
remains his client to this day.
Their Director of Real Estate,
Melissa Moseley notes, "Mike
Polachek has been instrumental in
assisting Best Buy in securing top
real estate locations within Arizona."
PRA developed strategic plans for Best
Buy in Arizona and Nevada and they
now have 26 locations since 1993.

What’s Important
Mike Polachek considers his work
a hobby. “I love what I do. Every day
is a new challenge; some good –
some bad, but I enjoy coming to
work every day.” Yet he is quick to
point out that he and wife Jane of 36
years have three sons, the oldest
Brett is 34 and they have twins Blair
and Brian who are 32. Close-knit,
they all live in Phoenix and all three
children are in commercial real estate. Polachek is a huge ASU fan,
and he is currently on the Board of
Directors of the ASU Sun Angel
Foundation. Giving back is important to Polachek and he is proud to
be a member of the Phoenix
Thunderbirds, but it’s his family that
is most important. “My family was
always first; I coached my kids in
sports, if I had to go to one of their
games, I did it. I did everything I
could to make sure they were first…
my passion is my family.” ●
Michael Polachek
SRS Real Estate Partners
2415 E. Camelback Rd., Suite 465
Phoenix, AZ 85016
602.682.6000
mike.polachek@srsre.com

Polachek Family
Brett, Blair, Mike & Brian
© Copyright 2010 by MP Magazines LLC
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For Sale • For Lease • Wanted

MEDICAL OFFICE
FOR LEASE

Class A medical office available on the
Paradise Valley Hospital Campus

Paradise Valley
Integrated
Medical Services
Building

3815 East Bell Road, Phoenix, Arizona
B U I L D I N G F E AT U R E S


Newly-built, four-story, 124,000 SF, Class A medical office building



Ownership opportunities



Suite sizes from 1,500–11,000 SF, with spec suites ready for
immediate occupancy

L E A S I N G I N F O R M AT I O N

www.transwestern.net

Travis Ives
602.954.4542

Vince Femiano
602.954.7559

NAI Horizon Congratulates
Our Top Brokers ...
Great works are performed not by
strength but by perseverance.
~Samuel Johnson

Tom Weinhold

Isy Sonabend

Jeff Hays

Shelby Tworek

Chris Gerow

Mark Wilcke

Build on the power of our network.TM
www.naihorizon.com  tel 602 955 4000
OFFICE  INDUSTRIAL  RETAIL  HEALTHCARE  INVESTMENTS  LAND  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
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Kate Morris
602.956.5000

Property Profile

24th at Camelback II…
Completing the Vision
In 2006 Hines, the international
real estate firm, announced
plans to develop a second
office building at one of the
most dynamic corners in
Phoenix, 24th Street and
Camelback Road. Three years
later, the 11-story, 300,000square-foot 24th at Camelback
II is nearing completion. The
mixed-use project, being
developed jointly by Hines and
a major U.S. pension fund
represented by Invesco, is in

the final phase of the project
that includes 24th at Camelback
I, an eight-story, 300,000-squarefoot office building with ground
floor retail space, Optima
Biltmore Towers, a 15-story, 208unit residential condominium
project developed by Chicagobased Optima and two
covered parking structures
featuring over 2,200 spaces. In
addition to being the
developer, Hines is providing
property management services
for both office buildings at 24th
at Camelback.

"The Camelback corridor is the
premier office location in Phoenix,"
said Hines’ Vice PresidentDesignated Broker William Olson.
“24th at Camelback II is the final
phase in a development that was
carefully designed and built to the
world-class standards for its location,” said Olson. Olson and Project
Manager John Orsak have led the
development and marketing efforts
for Hines’ Phoenix office throughout the development of the entire
project. The full 10-acre site has
been sensitively planned to complement the surrounding streetscape
and provide tenants with dramatic
views of Piestewa Peak and
Camelback Mountain.
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Architects Pickard Chilton of New
Haven, CT designed both phases of
the development to maximize views.
According to Jon Pickard, AIA, principal, “Qualities that are found no
where else but Phoenix, and especially this projects location at 24th at
Camelback, make it perfect for a dialogue with the surrounding
mountains. Camelback Mountain
was a generator for creating the
sweeping curved walls of both buildings, offering not only views, but
making the design unique and creating memorable shapes.” The
building’s powerful geometry and
careful attention to detail include a
narrowing on the north side offering
a more graceful façade along
Camelback Road. “24th at
Camelback II stands out in bold relief to the industry standard,” said
Scott Hughes, AIA, Kendall/Heaton
Associates, Inc. Houston-based
Kendall/Heaton is the executive/production architects of record for the
project. Hughes cites “the continued
passion of Hines in bringing about
20

indelible buildings through respected design architects like
Pickard Chilton and the team oriented approach of Holder
Construction whose determination
in working with the architects to
achieve the design intent is clearly
evident in this building.”
The south side of the building includes a low-rise section that was
purposefully created to define edge
of the outdoor plaza area. The 24th
at Camelback II plaza integrates the
development into the Camelback
Corridor and provides a connection
to the Phase I building. “Our goal as
architects is to worry about the
spaces between the buildings as
much as the buildings. We wanted to
form powerful public spaces, and
when the original designs for the
project were created in the late 90’-s,
the buildings were defined by the
public park area between them,” said
Pickard. Hines’ goal was to create vitality around the park with stores,
restaurants and gathering places.
They employed GB Two Landscape

Architecture, Inc. from Scottsdale to
bring the landscape design for the
plaza together. Shari Zimmerman,
principal with GB, describes the area
as a place for respite. “We designed
the plaza as a place for people to
come together, whether taking a
break from their work day or just
walking through the neighborhood.
The design of the plaza extends from
the shapes and forms of the buildings, with areas of sun and shade,
places to sit and areas to stroll.”
Zimmerman said the plaza includes
a variety of vegetation including date
palms, dwarf myrtle and pomegranate, natal plum, lantana and ruellia.
A three-foot sunken grass courtyard
offers a softer area more removed
from the street sounds, with tables,
chairs and built-in benches.
The building’s exterior incorporates horizontal glass planes, which
Pickard likened to “the eyes of the
building.” In designing 24th at
Camelback II, Pickard Chilton took
into account that while highly reflective glass reduces the transmission of
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24th at Camelback II stands out in bold relief to the industry standard

“We designed the plaza as a place for people to come together.”
Shari Zimmerman, GB Two Landscape Architecture

Grubb & Ellis|BRE Commercial, LLC
marketing team (back, l to r) Don Arones,
Jeff Hartland, Brent Mallonee,
Brett Abramson and Tom Jacobs and
Hines Phoenix (front, l to r) Ben Shim,
Bill Olson and John Orsak

solar radiance; it does not typically
make for a “good neighbor.”
Therefore they included a series of
sun shades that allowed them to use
a lower level of reflective glass, eliminating glare, while still controlling
solar levels and creating a more com-

fortable work environment for the
tenants. The sun shades and highperformance dual pane glass are two
elements that were part of the overall
design and construction process implemented to meet higher
environmental standards. 24th at

Camelback II has been LEED® Precertified Silver in the U.S. Green
Building Council’s Core & Shell rating system. Hines fully understands
the importance of designing to
higher environmental standards, and
what the LEED certification means.
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Camelback II has been LEED® Pre-certified Silver

“24th at Camelback II is the final phase in a development
that was carefully designed and built to the world-class
standards for its location”
William Olson, Hines Vice President

The firm focuses on incorporating
good mechanical systems and includes LEED consultants, designers,
and landscape architect from the beginning of the conversation before
they start a project. Hines is one of
the most sustainable real estate companies in the world. In 2009 Hines
was recognized by the EPA, for the
second time, with the ENERGY
STAR Sustained Excellence Award;
Hines has labelled 138 buildings,
representing approximately 76 million square feet, in the ENERGY
STAR program. Twelve Hines development or redevelopment projects,
representing more than six million
square feet, have qualified as
Designed to Earn the ENERGY
STAR. In aggregate, Hines’ projects
represent approximately 20 percent
of the Designed to the Earn the ENERGY STAR program, as measured
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by square footage. Hines is also a
leader in the U.S. Green Building
Council’s programs, with 146 projects, representing approximately 89
million square feet that have been
certified, pre-certified or registered
under the various LEED rating systems. Hines was a founding member
of the German Sustainable Building
Council and is currently engaged in
the creation of a Russia Green
Building Council. Hines is also active
in the BRE Environmental
Assessment Method program in the
United Kingdom and the Haute
Qualité Environnementale program
in France.
“Tenants will see the benefits of
the LEED certification immediately
with reduced operating costs,” said
Jeff Hartland, Grubb & Ellis|BRE
Commercial, LLC. Hartland, along
with Don Arones, Tom Jacobs, Brett

Abramson and Brent Mallonee, have
the marketing assignment for 24th at
Camelback II as well as available
space in 24th at Camelback I. “Hines
is one of the most sophisticated developers in the market, designing to
a higher set of environmental, corporate and community standards.” ●
www.hines.com
www.brephoenix.com
www.pickardchilton.com
www.kendall-heaton.com
www.gbtwo.com
www.holderconstruction.com
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Featured Broker Online Nomination

Criteria for Featured Broker of the Month Nomination:
●

Active commercial real estate broker

●

Minimum of five years in the industry

●

A top producer who is in the top 15 percent of the company or area

●

Respected by peers in the industry

●

Active in the real estate community

●

Dedicated to the industry and involved in professional activities such as committees, associations or boards

Who Will Be
The Next
Featured
Broker?

Nominate your choice for
Featured Broker of the Month
online at www.cem-az.com
You can also submit a Press Release, revisit previous issues and subscribe.
Check out Commercial Executive magazine Online.
Your source for news and information about the Valley’s
Commercial Real Estate industry.

www.cem-az.com
602-955-2899 • fax: 480-772-4682 • www.cem-az.com
A special thanks to our sponsors . . .
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This is
One Time
That Size
Doesn’t Matter.
So don’t be fooled by thinking bigger is better
in commercial real estate. Since everyone has
basically the same tools – the key is in the execution.
At Cowen Commercial our smaller size works for
clients with a stronger work ethic, company-wide
client focus, higher accountability and faster
results. Maybe that’s why we’re still alive –
even in today’s market.
Call us today – and see why for yourself.

(602) 954-9966
Or, visit us online at www.cowencommercial.com

Architect’s Roundtable

sponsored by
The commercial customer energy efficiency rebate program

What is the E
Design Style
of Phoenix?

ven though architecture is a detailed
and precise discipline that addresses a
necessary function in the building
process, it is the aesthetics of a completed
project that compel. Widely regarded by many
as a form of art, good architecture is lauded in
magazines and through industry awards.
Enthusiasts describe it with glowing terms even personifying it with labels like, ‘sexy’ or
‘alive.’ Yet architectural works are more than
just the practical or the artistic. They are often
perceived as cultural touchstones that define
an area, and over time, even civilizations.

Seven Top
Valley Architects
Come Together to
Discuss Design –
Now and
What’s Next.
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MEET THE
MODERATOR:

With an eye to the future, yet
mired in the reality of the current
economic climate, seven top
Valley architects gathered to discuss a myriad of design
questions. A varied project focus
contributed to the spirited discussion as did the probing
questions asked by panel moderator (and architecture degree
holder) Kurt Rosene,
Senior Vice President of
The Alter Group. The
roundtable was sponsored
by APS Solutions for
Business, and Andrea
Chalmers, Program
Marketing Manager, was on
hand to hear the group’s position
on energy-efficient design.
The panel consisted of William
Taylor, Principal, DLR Group;
Michael Davis, CEO, Davis;
Richard Butler, Principal, Butler
Design Group, Inc.; John Tran,
Associate Principal, Omniplan;
Patrick Hayes, Principal,
PHArchitecture; James Richard,
Principal, Richard-Bauer; and
Mark Patterson, Vice President,
SmithGroup.

Rosene: Is there a style to
Phoenix? What is it?
Hayes: Phoenix is eclectic.
However, over the last few years,
we are starting to see better architecture, advancing design, but
I don’t know if we have our own
signature yet.
Butler: I agree with
Patrick in that the
Valley is eclectic. I
would say that we
have a mix of styles
and the good thing
is it is not confined
to ‘Southwest’ design; it is broad and has quite a
bit of diversity. We are doing a
better job of being unique and
contemporary and responding to
the needs/requirements of
each project.

door space because our weather
is so mild. In school buildings,
we can utilize natural light in the
design and make it a part of the
style that we incorporate in our
exteriors and interiors. That is
different from other parts of our
country.
Tran: I agree with Jim. There is a
clear connection between the environment and the ‘style’ of
architecture that represents the
best architecture in the desert.
It’s not just about buildings performing in a sustainable and
environmentally conscious way;
it’s about how building design responds visually to the climate.
Recognizing and taking advantage of the amazing and
abundant light that shifts

Kurt Rosene oversees more than 5,000,000
SF of real estate in the
Southwestern United
States, directs build-tosuit and property
development activities. In
addition, he is responsible
for business development
and the coordination of
real estate services for
Fortune 500 blue-chip corporate clients throughout
the United States. Rosene
holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in
Architecture from Arizona
State University and is a
licensed broker in the
State of Arizona. He joined
The Alter Group in 1990,
and he is actively involved
in the industry as a member of CoreNet Global, by
serving on the Board of
Directors of the Arizona
Chapter of the National
Association of Industrial &
Office Properties and as
an associate member of
the Society of Industrial &
Office Realtors.

Richard: There is a regional
modernism that has occurred here. Our
environment has led to experimentation, in part due
to materials that are unique
to our climate and location
which allows you to get
away with some experimentation. There has been lots
of talk about the ‘desert
school of architecture.’ I
think that idea has had some
traction. You can see it
evolve, and you see it in
more of the mainstream
contemporary design.
Taylor: In the southwest, we
are able to design with out27

MEET THE
EXPERTS:
William Taylor, AIA,
LEED-AP and Principal in
the firm of DLR Group, has
been a leader at DLR Group
for 27 years. His in-depth
architectural knowledge
spans multiple industries
from educational facilities
to commercial projects. His
work in educational facility
design has received numerous awards from the
American Association of
School Administrators, the
National School Board
Association and the
Council for Educational
Facility Planners
International. Taylor’s recent projects include the
new Combs High School as
well as the modernization
of both Coronado and
Saguaro High Schools for
the Scottsdale Unified
School District. Taylor’s
strong knowledge of sustainable elements of
design, programming, and
construction documents
has been instrumental in
making him an industry
leader through DLR
Group’s National Education
Forum and as past
Chairman of the
Governmental Affairs
Committee and the CoChair of the AZ School
Facilities
Coalition for AIA
Arizona.

our style when others move in?”
Hayes: It does feel like we are
starting to refine and mature. It’s
an exciting time to be an architect, especially if you’ve been
here 20 years. You can flirt with
new style, sustainability.
Designing with the sun, casting
shadows - it’s fun!

throughout the day is an example
of how architecture is influenced
by the environment.
Richard: Buildings here are a
horizontal response to the land,;
most stop below six floors.

Soleri and Al Beadle. Their styles
influence and coalesce into what
we are all designing. I recently
had a debate with a Las Vegas architect who said they see us as
having a true Arizona building

Davis: There has been a steady
increase in aesthetic quality. It
seems like the ‘desert modern’
vernacular has been most evident
in residential, smaller institutional, civic and commercial
projects. Progress towards a ‘definitive’ regional character has
tended be less evident in the
larger commercial office and retail projects.

Patterson: We have a lot of opportunity to define Arizona style
or this solution-driven design –
we impact it with what kind of
solutions we come up with. The
history of architecture here includes Frank Lloyd Wright, Paolo

Carl Hayden High School – DLR Group
style. I sense this comment came out of the
feeling that Vegas has not
been able to fully take advantage of their
uniqueness. I would say
our style has a lot to do
with both legacy and our
response to the environment.
Taylor: That begs the
question, “Does it erode
28

Rosene: Is the outdoor mall a
response to outdoor lifestyle?
Tran: A true lifestyle center is
more than building an outdoor
mall. The best and most successful projects of this type include a
variety of uses that go beyond
shopping. The worst of these
projects are simply malls without
a roof, which misses the point of
creating a real public place.
There is an opportunity to create

Village Health Club and Spa in DC Ranch
Butler Design Group
wonderful gathering places for
people; we just have to recognize
that there is more to it than
shopping. Unfortunately, the
trend to build outdoor malls has
produced many projects that fail
to provide other important
amenities. These projects are
often a ‘follow the leader’ response to market trends, as
opposed to creating a real sense
of public space.
Patterson: It goes back to the
main street concept, which was
retail driven. These retail centers
are the community space, a place
that creates an opportunity to interact. In the debate between
inside versus outside – outside is
more contemporary.
Tran: Retail clearly is the driver in
the outdoor lifestyle centers, but
the best of these include civic and
community amenities, a place to
go even when you aren’t shopping.
Richard: I think we have gotten
better at designing places because we have a more
sophisticated approach. We understand how they work, and as a
result, they are better spaces because we are better at building

for a sense of community. As for the
pendulum concept, we do swing
one way or the
other, inside versus
outside. Maybe if
we blend the ideas
- that would be interesting. I think
that some trends
occur because developers, who
don’t reside here
or have the history,
come out here and
will follow a trend.

Tran: We must recognize that we live in an
environment that is brutal for a
certain amount of time each year,
and yet, it can be amazing at
other times. Additionally, we
should recognize that the shopper in North Scottsdale has
different expectations and requirements than the shopper in
the East Valley. The design must
address these issues while also
providing the kind of wonderful
spaces we just discussed.
It’s important to recognize
that there are many complex issues that need
consideration when thinking about indoor versus
outdoor design, and that
each project must respond
to its own specific criteria.

office, residential and hospitality
function well when they are located above the first floor, retail
only works at grade [level]. There
are also demographic limitations
to how much retail can work in a
given area, as well as issues of
tenant mix. For a while, everyone
wanted a Kierland.
Butler: Oh no, not that ‘K’ word
again!! [Everyone laughs].
Davis: A lot of design with
ground floor office space was
conceived that doesn’t work as
retail; there are a few examples
that are having a tough time.
Additionally, financing challenges, HOAs and simply being at
the right time in the market cycle
for retail, office and residential
simultaneously is very difficult.
There is a lot of luck to that type
of project.
Hayes: You can’t just force
things because you want it to be
better. Phoenix is built around
the car,- we can’t just abandon
that. The places that do work,

Rick Butler is the
President of Butler Design
Group (BDG), Architects
and Planners, which he
founded in 1996. Butler has
over 30 years of experience
in the architectural profession in Arizona. Butler’s
passion and commitment to
achitecture is reflected in
the planning, design and
supervision of many complex and high-profile
commercial projects, including Tempe Marketplace,
the Discount Tire Corporate
Headquarters, Casa Paloma
Specialty Retail Center, the
Shops at Norterra, and the
Village at Arrowhead. Since
Butler Design Group’s inception, it has been the
recipient of the NAIOP
Architect of the Year award
six times and has received
numerous individual project
awards from NAIOP, the City
of Tempe, City of Chandler,
and RED Awards. He is also
a Life Member of the
Executive Council of the
Boys and Girls Clubs of
Metro Phoenix, and BDG
has supported a number of
organizations in the Valley,
including SARRC, Brokers
for Kids, Thunderbird
Charities, American Cancer
Society, Juvenile
Diabetes, and
Chrysallis.

Rosene: The idea of
mixed use was to make
a city center, but, mixed
use will be impossible
to finance in the next
few years. So what is
the future of the next
great gathering place
design to be built?
Davis: In order for any
mixed use to flourish, the
retail has to work. While
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Mark Patterson
is Vice President and
Healthcare Studio Leader for
the Phoenix office of
SmithGroup. With over 25
years of experience in design, planning and project
management, Patterson specializes in providing healing
environment through
thoughtful and innovative
design. A graduate of The
University of Illinois —
Champaign-Urbana, he is a
licensed architect in Arizona
and California, holds his
LEED Professional
Accreditation from the U.S.
Green Building Council, and
is accredited by the
American College of
Healthcare Architects.
Patterson currently serves as
the 2009 American Institute
of Architects Arizona
Component President and as
a member of the Center for
Health Design Research
Coalition. His studio portfolio
includes projects throughout
the Southwestern U.S. for
clients, including Banner
Health, Iasis Corporation,
Mayo Clinic, U.S. Veterans
Affairs and Catholic
Healthcare West.

there is something to it, and as a
designer you try to find what that
is. What makes Kierland work is
that there are people who go
there who are on vacation, as
well as people who live in and
around that area; there is a
wealthy demographic that shops
there. We need to be design responsive to what works. Mixed
use works on paper,
but it doesn’t always translate.

Rosene: How are budgets affecting design right now?
Taylor: There is a moratorium
on school construction. State
funding for school construction
has been on hold for a year, and
at this point, school districts
would have to pass a bond to
build. However, the demand for

Patterson: We will have to go
back to the publicly funded
model. Private funding is going
towards more government guaranteed projects.

Richard: A decompressed, lower
density, mixed-use
project in a larger
area has worked
well around the
University (Arizona
State), due to its
horizontal connection into the city
fabric. You will see
more of that model.

new schools isn’t there because growth has slowed.
When schools are funded by
the state, they need to have
an adequate budget for construction cost per square foot.
Patterson: For those of you
who specialize in
education/institution architecture, do you agree that if
we invested in centrally located schools, we would
create more density?
Richard & Taylor both answer,
yes.
Richard: Nobody has money
left, so there is a lot of fog in
the room. The only projects
we are seeing move forward
30

are being privately funded or are
part of a previous bond. There
are many discussions of alternate
funding and doing more with less.

Rosene: From a developer
standpoint, when talking
about adding LEED points
versus going for the LEED
Basic designation, I want to
actually do something that
conserves energy, not just
get points. If you go out into
the field and start talking
about LEED points, it becomes difficult, it almost
becomes a game. It’s hard to
do in the sticks, but in urban
areas, you have a better shot.
What are your thoughts?
Richard: What you’re talking
about is “LEED-able.” You do
everything to make it LEED
certifiable but not through documentation or the registration
process. This way the client can

say it was designed to
meet LEED gold standards, but they don’t
become registered. Many
clients just don’t have
time to go through that
process.
Chalmers: We know that
certain aspects of LEED
lower the lifetime operating costs of the building
and that energy efficiency
3900 Camelback Center – Patrick Hayes Architecture
and water efficiency are
the two areas that lower
that it is interesting that the
to pay much more if they aren’t
long-term operating costs and
LEED discussions are often
going to profit from it. However,
repay the investment in a short
about new projects. From an ensome do have a specific conperiod of time. Does long-term opvironmental perspective, nothing
science about it.
erating cost factor into the
is more sustainable than keeping
equation when you are designing
an existing building and making
Richard: I think the municipalito a budget?
it better. An emerging market is
ties and institutions direct it.
the work to bring existing buildThere is one community that said
Rosene: Yes, it does. I can say
ings up to current standards of
all new buildings have to be gold
we were doing things back ten
performance. As far as new conLEED certified. Public percepyears ago that would have been
struction is concerned, the high
tion is that LEED or green is
LEED certified, though, in my
profile gold and platinum projgood, but when we hit the manmind it’s not about the points, it’s
ects are the couture projects, but
dates, it becomes a procedural
about what makes sense for the
the biggest difference could be
thing versus what it needs to be.
environment.
about making the clunkers a little
bit better. I’d rather build ten
Taylor: Yes, in fact the governor
Patterson: We (at this table) are
had a mandate that
at the forefront of sustainable derequired all statesign; we need to help drive that
funded buildings
understanding.
have to be LEED
silver certified
Butler: In office buildings, for
"when practical."
example, it is NOT difficult or
costly just to ‘get certified’. Right
Patterson:
now, given the economy, the broSmithGroup dekerage community is telling us
signed our first
that rental rates dictate. LEED is
double platinum bea winner in today’s market if it
cause the private
doesn't affect the bottom line.
corporation was
The more common trend that
driven by their conwe’re seeing is to get as many
cern for their
points towards certification as
environment. All
possible, without necessarily
the parties had
going for the gold or silver desigbuy-in; it was imnation.
portant to have this
Hayes: For many developers, I
commitment from
think it’s about getting the name
the start.
of LEED. There is a huge benefit,
but most aren’t necessarily willing
Tran: I do think

Patrick C. Hayes, AIA,
LEED AP, has over 25 years of
experience, 22 years as a
Principal Partner. He established Patrick Hayes
Architecture, Inc.
(PHArchitecture) in 1999 and
provides design services for
master planning, office, industrial, retail, tenant
improvements, high technology, and medical markets.
The firm’s area of expertise
resides in the build-to-suit
markets and in their use of
innovative, in-house, threedimensional design with
animated renderings and
videos. PHArchitecture continues to investigate and
introduce advanced technology, not only in the design
and documentation process,
but also in marketing and
information flow. Hayes and
his team have a vast amount
of experience, and their indepth understanding of
current market conditions allows them to focus not only
on design, but on the economic success of a project.
As a standard business
practice, PHArchitecture utilizes a ‘value proposition’
methodology. Mr. Hayes is an
active member of NAIOP, the
AIA, and NCARB, is a LEED
AP, and a local community
bank board member. Industry
awards and successful projects include multiples of the
following: NAIOP Architect of
the Year Awards; NAIOP
Office Building, Industrial
Building, and Office and
Industrial Build to Suit of the
Year Awards; Ranking
Arizona Magazine architect
achievements (#1 ranking),
as well as several Business
Journal Talk of the Town
Awards.
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Michael R. Davis,
AIA, is currently CEO/Director
of Design for DAVIS, but his
architecture and planning
journey spans over 30 years.
His talent is reflected in
some of the Valley’s most
recognized mixed-use developments and corporate
structures. These projects
total over 70 million square
feet and are valued at over
$25 billion. Davis’ passion
for synthesizing multiple social, economic and aesthetic
variables, as well as making
the complex simple, has led
to record-setting sales
prices, numerous awards
and industry-wide recognition. Among these are an
International Design and
Development award from
ICSC, an AIA Award of Merit
- Home of the Year - for his
private residence, several
Gold Nugget Grand and
Merit Awards and six NAIOP
‘Talk of the Town’ Awards.
DAVIS has also been recognized as the Architectural
Firm of the Year several
times by NAIOP and one of
the Best Places to Work in
the Valley by the Phoenix
Business Journal.

base-level certification projects,
or 20 best-practice projects that
adhere to the basic goals of sustainability, than one platinum
project.

them incorporated into a building, it’s perceived as a good thing.
Design wise, solar has come a
long way as well. There are now
unique ways to integrate it.

versus savings, I recommend
solar thermal over solar photovoltaics; it is more cost effective
and an easier jump in point for
many.

Richard: The AIA that has an internal struggle about the current
standard of what green build represents, they were wondering if
we should adopt LEED as the
universal standard, but it hasn’t
passed yet.
Patterson: For our project, we
were fortunate. The owners had a
vision - it was the right thing to
do, and they wanted to do it.

Taylor: I see it moving like a
freight train. We are currently
working with school districts to
put solar panels on all their
roofs. It’s exciting that we are
saving energy in the schools and
that we are setting an example
for the students who are being
exposed to it.

Rosene: What do you see happening in healthcare in terms
of building design?

Rosene: Let’s leave LEED and
go to solar, which relies on
solar credits. Many people
are calling us, wanting to include solar. What are you
seeing in the technology?
Butler: Solar is here to stay. The
sun is Arizona's greatest resource. I definitely think it will
continue to build momentum.
You used to have to hide solar
panels, but now when you see

Tran: The biggest impact of solar
technology for all of us is that it
could be a real industry in
Arizona. We can be a leader in
the development of this technology, as it is our most abundant
resource. It could be the industry
that drives our state’s economy,
as opposed to tourism and the
economy of growth that has recently failed us. Being the
‘Silicon Valley’ of solar technology would lead to more jobs,
more people, and more buildings
for architects to design.
Patterson: I think solar ties
into our style. This will allow
us to define the look and
performance of our building
– other parts of the country
can’t do that. When you design a public space, by its
very nature it is demonstrable: this is how you build in a
responsible way.
Hayes: Having it integrated
within schools - that will
make it happen with private
industry.
Richard: So much is predicated on the deal; the
financial aspects and return
on investment.
Chalmers: In terms of cost
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Patterson: Arizona has been
short on beds for in-patient care
for a very long time. Hospitals
have gotten better, but many of
the facilities are still inadequate.
We are dominated by not-forprofits, and they don’t have a lot
of contributions flowing in, so
what we are going to see is a
reinvestment in current facilities.
They will bring in new technology and figure out how to build
on what we have. We are seeing
health care facilities spending
dollars in more focused ways.
Richard: One thing I have been
interested in is the development
of neighborhood emergent care
facilities. When the not-for-profits shift, I think it will drive the
for-profit facilities.
Rosene: How do you see the
increased focus on health parlay into design?
Patterson: As architects, we will
see health technology integrated
into all buildings and interacting
with us – it will become more integrated with our daily health
and wellness programs.
Rosene: I agree. Healthcare
buildings will be more technologically advanced than any other
buildings. I think they will be
economized in size, and you will
see healthcare villages.
Tran: I think that the expectation
of design will continue to rise in
healthcare facilities. This is con-

sistent with our culture’s increasing awareness of design.
Hospitals and other healthcare
facilities are becoming more hospitality focused, as a way to
compete and differentiate in a
competitive market.
Butler: In some cases, hospitals
are incorporating design elements that offer ‘resort-style’
amenities.

sorts, to potentially acquire dirt
more favorably.
Rosene: The short answer is he
is becoming a developer! [Group
laughs].
Davis: The bigger the developer,
it seems the further away they are
from starting anything new. It is
a minimum of three to five years.

see opportunities again. We are
getting into interiors as well as
well as doing what our clients
want, and we are doing it really
well; high quality. I will admit, I
miss the energy we had at 48 –
the team was great; but we have
an exceptional fourteen that still
remain.
Hayes: We have done the same

Patterson: Millennial’s
will drive design trends in
both retail and in healthcare.
Rosene: What are you
doing to survive running an office? Also, do
you see a trend towards smaller offices?
Davis: I started buying
property along the light
rail in downtown Phoenix.
Santan Village, Gilbert. John Tran, Omniplan
They are small pieces of
property and will likely be
among the first areas of
thing (as Rick). It’s tough to
Rosene: The turnaround time
recovery. It is these types of projcontinue to contribute to
is three to five years away,
ects that often begin to create a
and when you ask when is
‘vibe,’ or an area of interest that
it going to get back to noris fun and somewhat contagious.
mal, it begs the question,
They also are generally beneath
what is normal? Normal is
the purview of our larger institukind of scary, but there will
tional developers. Urbanism and
be work.
infill has been a personal passion
Butler: We had grown to 48
of mine for some time. I like to
people and I would say going
contribute to First Fridays and to
to 14, we now have ‘rightanything that helps to get things
sized.’ The toughest aspect
going in Arizona’s more urban
was losing very talented peoareas, even if that means selfple. The good that came out
generated projects. The
of it is that my partner and I
challenge, however, is the zoning
are back to being very handsordinances and the significant
on. When we are integrally
amount of high-rise zoned propinvolved, that’s when our
erty. Unfortunately, a lot of dirt is
product is the best. I am back
astronomically priced, precludto designing and touching
ing the economic viability of
projects and that’s what I
workforce housing and the type
love. Now, we are finally
of 24/7 business that is essential
starting to hit a point of optifor redevelopment. This recesmism and we’re beginning to
sion presents an opportunity, of

John Tran, is an
Associate Principal and
Design Director for the
Phoenix office of Omniplan.
Tran has nearly 20 years of
experience in the planning,
design, and execution of
major commercial and
higher education projects.
Tran’s focus is on the advancement of Omniplan’s
design principles, which is
dedicated to creating architecture that is genuine to
its purpose and place,
evocative in its emotional
connection with the individuals and communities it
serves, and sustainable in
its partnership with the environment. Tran is a
graduate of The University
of Texas at Austin School of
Architecture, is licensed in
the state of Texas and
Arizona, a member of
NCARB, and is a LEED
Accredited Professional.
Recently, Tran led the
Omniplan Design team in
completing Santan Village,
Chandler Fashion Center,
and the School of Rural
Public Health at Texas A&M
University.
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James E. Richard,
AIA, has over 23 years of
experience in planning, design and construction of
complex and high-profile
projects, 14 of those years
with richärd+bauer as
Principal in Charge and
Architectural Designer. A
graduate of the University
of Arizona College of
Architecture and his broadranging architectural
experience, he has specialized expertise in libraries,
higher education, research
lab and classroom buildings. His design process
lends itself to complicated,
multi-discipline clients.
Richard has the specific
ability to integrate user
needs and engineering requirements into the design
of the facility. Richard’s integrated approach to
sustainable design has resulted in award-winning,
environmentally premier architecture. His professional
affiliations include:
American Institute of
Architects, U.S. Green
Building Council, American
and Arizona Library
Association, Aircraft
Owners & Pilots
Association, and Arizona
Pilots Association. Richard
was named an “emerging
voice in architecture” by
the Architecture League of
New York and received a
multitude of regional and
international design
awards and most recently
the AIA Architect’s Medal
in Arizona.

charities and sponsor industry
events like NAIOP when I let
people go who had worked for
me for 13 years. We went from
30 to ten people, and at the end
of the day, I want to feel like I
did everything to make sure I
could try to keep them. However,
what’s coming out of this is a
new dawn. I’m charged up - I
have to think different and react
differently. We are seeing an
evolution of everyone’s thought
process. We are thinking
differently: we try to hit different
markets, like alternative energy.
It’s scary but it’s exciting.
Taylor: When times were good,
perhaps we didn’t appreciate
what we had. Now we realize
that you should enjoy prosperity
while you can. Perhaps we didn’t
understand that, and we took
our clients for granted. Now we
are seeing the pendulum swing.
Appreciation of our clients is huge.
Richard: For me and most
people I talk to, it’s ‘let’s stop and
enjoy what we are doing.’

Tran: We are viewing this
downturn as an opportunity to
sharpen our pencils and to
refocus. It’s an opportunity for
us to refine our processes; to
better utilize our talent and
technology. It is an opportunity
for us to think about research
and development, to think about
how to be better at everything
we do. We have gotten leaner,
but we think better.
Patterson: I believe the delivery
of buildings is about to change –
BIM, (building information modeling) will give us the opportunity
to interact differently with our
clients, consultants, and contractors. Faster and more
collaborative realization of projects will become a focus of our
profession.
Rosene: Last word: what is
the latest buzzword, and
what does it mean?
Butler: Opportunity. We fully
intend to ‘survive’ (another
buzzword) this mess we’re in.
Those that do survive
will be better and
stronger as a result.
Tran: Priority. We are
prioritizing what is
important, refocusing
our energy and talent
to the things that are
important to us as a
company.
Taylor: Green. The
word is becoming
trivialized. It started
as a movement, but
now it is just becoming a buzzword.
Richard: Focus.
Critical thinking focusing and
simmering things
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down. We are getting down to
the essence of what we are trying
to do.
Davis: Okay, this is a little out
there, but bear with me: “Barackmobile.” It is all about the
‘change’ we were promised in the
‘08 elections and what kind of
‘change’ that is. If it’s a ‘plywood
car’ that I drive like Fred
Flintstone - that just isn’t going
to cut it. If it is technologically
advanced, I’m all ears. We are at
a defining moment, and there
seems to be a war going on
against entrepreneurship,
business and innovation; those
are not the things that should go
away.
Chalmers: Balance. Between
highs and lows, present and
future and considering tomorrow
as well as today.
Patterson: EBD. Evidence-based
design – I’m dealing with it in
healthcare and now in other
areas as well. It is based on
proof. Our clients are expecting
us to prove to them that our
ideas are worthy of inclusion in
design solutions because of the
benefit these solutions will
generate.
Hayes: Clarity. This ‘market
correction’ is only meaningful if
we learn something from it. I
also like evolve: we now have the
chance to evaluate our own value
systems. I am thinking about
how to evolve; what the next
steps are.
Rosene: Sustainability. It’s
important to business, our way
of life, family, and future. It’s a
world correction, not just local. I
hope we all learn from this.
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Making
Headlines
The Big Deals and the Brokers Who Made Them Happen
GRUBB & ELLIS|BRE COMMERCIAL, LLC
ANNOUNCES SALE OF FOUR RETAIL
CENTERS IN ARIZONA
Grubb & Ellis|BRE Commercial, LLC, announced the
sale of four retail centers, three in Phoenix and one in
Gilbert, Ariz. Financial Trading and Transacting Corp.,
N.V., a Netherlands Antilles Co. purchased three retail
centers totaling 362,965 square feet. The company purchased the three centers for $38.175 million. In a
separate deal, KA Phoenix, LLC purchased Gilbert Fiesta for $10.5
million.
Financial Trading purchased the
three centers, surrounding Paradise
Valley Mall, from companies formed
by The Macerich Co. (Santa Monica.)
They purchased Village Fair North, a
201,800-square-foot center located
on the northeast corner of Tatum
Boulevard and Cactus Road, for Ryan Schubert
$20.6 million. The center is anchored by Sports Authority, Toys R
Us, OfficeMax and 99 Cents Only.
Village Square II, located on the
southwest corner of Tatum and
Cactus, was purchased for $14.5 million. The 138,788-square-foot center
in anchored by Hobby Lobby, Big 5
Sports and Men’s Warehouse. The
third center Village Square I is located just west of the southwest
corner and is home to Party City and
Michael Hackett
TJ Maxx. Financial Trading purchased the 22,377-square-foot center for $3.075 million.
The three centers were a combined 95 percent leased at
the time of sale.
KA Phoenix, LLC purchased the Gilbert property from
Gilbert Associates, LLC. The 44,261-square-foot retail
center, located at the southeast corner of Gilbert and
Williams Field Road, is anchored by Fry’s.
Ryan Schubert and Michael Hackett of Grubb &
Ellis|BRE Commercial represented the buyer, Financial
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Trading and Transacting Corp., N.V., in the Phoenix transactions and the seller, Gilbert Associates, LLC. in the
Gilbert transaction. The seller, Macerich Co., was represented by a Los Angeles firm and the buyer, KA Phoenix,
LLC was represented by a San Diego firm.

GPE COMMERCIAL ADVISORS SEALS
$2.2 MILLION LEASE DEAL AT METRO
MEDICAL PLAZA
GPE Commercial Advisors, announced that SimonMed Imaging, Inc. signed a $2.2 million, ten-year lease
agreement on 9,841 SQ FT of medical office space owned
by 712 San Pedro LLC. The medical imaging company’s
new office is located in the Metro Medical Plaza near
Metrocenter indoor shopping
mall in Phoenix.
The
plaza’s
other tenants
include a broad
spectrum of established physician practices,
medical labs, as
well as an onBret Isbell
Julie Johnson
site pharmacy.
Brokers Bret Isbell and Julie Johnson, CCIM, of GPE
Commercial Brokers represented the landlord in the
transaction. Benchmark Commercial was the agent of
record for the tenant.

GPE COMMERCIAL ADVISORS SECURES
$5 MILLION LEASE RENEWAL FOR EAST
VALLEY MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING
Brokers for GPE Commercial Advisors, announced a
$5 million, ten-year lease renewal between East Valley
healthcare provider, Country Club Medical Group and
property owner, Western America Commercial LLC. The
tenant’s multi-physician family practice, Southeast Valley
Medical Group, occupies 18,367 sq. ft. of medical space
at Country Club Medical building located in Mesa.
Brokers Trisha A. Talbot, CCIM, and Kathleen Morgan,

Making Headlines
CCIM, acted on behalf of the landlord, Western America
Commercial
LLC in the lease
renewal. Talbot
and
Morgan
along with Julie
Johnson, CCIM
are
founding
members
of
GPE Healthcare
Investment
Group within
Kathleen Morgan Trisha Talbot
the brokerage
company, tailored to meet the needs of lenders, private
investors, developers and healthcare REITs.

CB RICHARD ELLIS NEGOTIATES 32,805SQUARE-FOOT LEASE FOR STRUCTURAL
GLAZING SYSTEMS INC. AT WESTSIDE
BUSINESS PARK IN TOLLESON, ARIZ.
CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) has negotiated a 32,805square-foot lease for Structural Glazing Systems Inc. in
Building One at Westside Business Park, a four-building,
1.1 million-square-foot industrial park located in Tolleson, Ariz.
Structural Glazing Systems will relocate to the space
this month, when it expands from its present 15,000square-foot West Phoenix location.
Bill Bayless and Andrew Brigham
of CBRE’s Phoenix office represented the tenant, Structural
Glazing Systems Inc., in negotiating
the five-year lease agreement. The
landlord, LBA Realty, headquartered
in Irvine, Calif., was represented by
Allen Lowe and Matt Hobaica of Lee
& Associates Commercial Real
Estate Services in Phoenix. The
exact financial terms of the transac- Bill Bayless
tion were not disclosed.
Located at 8590 W. Buckeye Road,
the building offers tenants modern
and efficient industrial space, as well
as dock-high and grade-level loading. Its proximity to Interstate 10
and the Loop 101freeway provides
manufacturing and distribution
companies looking to transport their
products with easy access to many
parts of metropolitan Phoenix.
Structural Glazing Systems Inc. Andrew Brigham
(www.sg-si.com) is currently the only Arizona-based aluminum manufacturer for storefront doors, storefront

framing, aluminum curtain wall and window wall systems. Its new Tolleson facility will provide for additional
manufacturing capability, as well as new showroom space.

GRUBB & ELLIS|BRE COMMERCIAL, LLC
ANNOUNCES SALE OF 346 RESIDENTIAL
LOTS IN BUCKEYE, MARICOPA AND CASA
GRANDE
Grubb & Ellis|BRE Commercial, LLC, a leading local
real estate services firm, announced they have completed
sales transactions for two buyers involving 346 finished
and partially finished lots in three Arizona cities.
Meritage Homes of Arizona purchased 63 finished lots
(average size 70’x130’) in the master planned community
of Verrado (Buckeye, AZ.) The sale included 18 lots located on southeast corner of Verrado Way and Western
Drive and 45 lots located on the southeast corner of
Acacia Way and Ridge Road. They purchased the lots for
$2.20 million from an undisclosed financial institution.
Quantum Holdings LLC purchased 283 lots in Pinal
County (86 in
Maricopa and
197 in Casa
Grande.)
The
lots in Maricopa
were part of
Maricopa Meadows, located at
the northwest
and southwest
corners of AlWill French
Brian Rosella
terra Parkway
and Bowlin Road. This sale included 54 finished lots (average size 65’ x 120’) and 32 finished lots (average size
45’x115’.) The lots in Casa Grande were located in McCartney Center, located west of the northwest corner of
I-10 and McCartney Road. The sale included 115 finished
lots (average size 50’x110’ and 70’x115’) and 82 partially
finished lots (average size 70’x115’.) They purchased the
lots for $2.32 million from an undisclosed financial institution.
Brian Rosella and Will French of Grubb & Ellis|BRE
Commercial represented Quantum Holdings LLC and
both sellers during the transactions.

CB RICHARD ELLIS NEGOTIATES $13.2
MILLION SALE OF VAL VISTA TOWNE
CENTER IN GILBERT, ARIZ.
CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) has negotiated the sale of Val
Vista Towne Center, a 93,372-square-foot community
shopping center located at the southwest corner of Val
Vista Drive and Warner Road in Gilbert, Ariz.
Bob Young, Steve Brabant, Glenn Smigiel and Rick
continued on page 38
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Making Headlines
Abraham of CBRE’s Phoenix office represented the seller,
Weingarten Realty Investors of Houston, Texas, in structuring the $13.2 million transaction. The buyer was
North American Development Group of Markham,
Ontario, Canada, which has a divisional office in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
managed by Henry Bereznicki, Russ
Watson and Chris Chamberlain.
“Val Vista Towne Center has
bucked the current trend and many
of its retailers are performing well
despite the recession,” said Young,
citing interviews with major tenants
who reported 2008’s sales figures
were equal to, or better than, those
Bob Young
in 2007.

Corporate Center Acquisition LLC of Newport Beach,
Calif., in negotiating the $5.1 million sale agreement.
Phoenix-based Western Maricopa Education Center (dba
West-MEC) was represented by Justin Miller of Grubb &
Ellis|BRE Commercial in Phoenix.
West-MEC, which provides career and technical education courses for students and instructors at 12 school
districts in Maricopa County, will fully occupy the buildings when it expands its local operation and relocates to
Glendale Corporate Center in mid-2010. West-MEC is
currently located at 49th Avenue and Indian School Road.
Glendale Corporate Center sits in an amenity-rich area,
minutes from Jobing.com Arena and the University of
Phoenix Stadium, which are surrounded by shops,
restaurants and hotels. Its close proximity to the Loop
101 freeway offers easy access to many parts of the Valley
via its connected highway system.

CB RICHARD ELLIS NEGOTIATES SALE OF
77,778-SQUARE-FOOT SINGLE-TENANT
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING IN PHOENIX, ARIZ.
CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) has negotiated the sale of a
77,778-square-foot single-tenant warehouse building located at 824 E. University Drive in Phoenix, Ariz.

Rick Abraham

Steve Brabant

Glenn Smigiel

Val Vista Towne Center was built in 2000 and was 96
percent leased at the time of sale. It has a strong tenant
mix with excellent consumer drawing power from wellknown tenants such as Target, Ross Dress for Less,
Staples and Petco.
Joe Porter

Glendale Corporate Center

CB RICHARD ELLIS NEGOTIATES $5.1
MILLION SALE OF TWO BUILDINGS AT
GLENDALE CORPORATE CENTER IN
GLENDALE, ARIZ.
CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) has negotiated the sale of
two buildings totaling 42,500 square feet at Glendale
Corporate Center, a 293,000-square-foot office park located north of the northeast corner of 99th Avenue and
Camelback Road in Glendale, Ariz.
Ashley Brooks, Jim Bayless and Kelley Morrison of
CBRE’s Phoenix office represented the seller, Glendale
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Pat Feeney

Dan Calihan

Joe Porter, Pat Feeney, Dan
Calihan and Rusty Kennedy of
CBRE’s Phoenix office represented
the seller, RGR Development Corp.
of Scottsdale, Ariz., in negotiating
the $3.88 million transaction. The
buyer, Majik Ventures LLC of Tempe,
was represented by Bill Hudson of
Ross Property Advisers in Scottsdale,
Ariz., along with Adam Lopez of
Sperry Van Ness in Phoenix.
Rusty Kennedy
Majik Ventures, which operates
Alumizona, Inc., a full-service aluminum extrusion warehouse, plans to relocate its business from Tempe to the
new building in August 2010.

To have an item of interest included in an
upcoming edition of Making Headlines, email
all submissions to mandy@mpmagazines.com

TOP 10

Independently Owned and Operated

INDUSTRIAL
PORTFOLIO

TOP 10

CARLETON
SQUARE

The Top 10 Industrial portfolio is a rare opportunity
to acquire four quality multi-tenant office/warehouse projects totaling 306,704 square feet located
in quality, established locations throughout the
Phoenix Metropolitan area.

PHOENIX

1015, 1025, 1035 & 1135
North McQueen Road, Gilbert
s Four buildings: ±125,002 SF
s 14’-18’ clear height, grade level loading,
two truckwells

PA RA D I S E
VA L L E Y

s Surrounded by high-quality retail amenities
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Fiesta Ranch
Business
Center I & II

F O U N TA I N
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G L E N DA L E
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C ENTER

McClintock
Center
C H A N DL
LE
ER
R

QUEEN
CREEK

M c C L IN T O C K
CENTER

• Carleton Square is located in Deer Valley, at the
dynamic Loop 101/Interstate 17 freeway corridor

617,625 & 637 South McClintock Drive
Tempe
Three buildings: ±32,904 SF
s 14’ clear height, grade level loading

s Direct access to Loop 202 Santan Freeway

• Valley Commerce Center is located in the heart of
the Phoenix Metropolitan area, with immediate
access to Interstate 10 and Sky Harbor Airport
• McClintock Center is located in the heart of
Tempe, near high-quality development including
Arizona State University, Tempe Market Place and
the Mill Avenue District

F I ESTA RANCH
BUSI NES S CENTER
I & II

SUN
CITY

LOCATION HIGHLIGHTS

• Fiesta Ranch Business Center I & II is located in
the city of Gilbert, just minutes south of the US
60 freeway corridor

4810 - 4828 South 40th Street, Phoenix
s Five buildings: ±62,725 SF
s 14’-20’ clear height, grade level
loading
s Minutes from Sky Harbor Airport

S C O T T S DA L E

• High quality locations near major freeway
interchanges

• The Portfolio is located in dynamic markets
including Deer Valley, Sky Harbor Airport, Tempe
and the Southeast Valley

1711-1741 West Rose Garden Lane, Phoenix
s Four buildings: ±86,502 SF
s 14’ clear height, grade level loading
s Immediate access to Loop 101 and
Interstate 17
Valley
Commerce
Center

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

• Opportunity to acquire quality properties at an
excellent value

Carleton
Square

PORTFOLIO

Price: None Established
Portfolio Occupancy: 78.4%
Assumable Financing with
Multiple Lenders

OFFERING
SUMMARY

• Attractive assumable debt extending out to
year 2017

INDUSTRIAL

Bob Buckley
Independently Owned and Operated

Tracy Cartledge

Steven Lindley

Senior Vice President
Senior Vice President
Senior Vice President
602.682.8240
602.682.8242
602.682.8241
bbuckley@brephoenix.com tcartledge@brephoenix.com slindley@brephoenix.com
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